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With his arresting, unsettling style, George Condo emerged out of the dynamism of the New York art scene in
the early 1980s, and he has been restlessly painting, drawing and sculpting - bringing forms into the world in
one way or another - ever since. Reliably inconsistent, Condos references and inspirations, in both style and
content, ricochet deliriously around the canon of western art history. Somewhere between his fake Tiepolos,

reconfigured Manets, impossibly intricate paintings that seem to be abstract until you get up close, his
perpetually screaming cubist hags, and the orgiastic misdemeanours of Rodrigo, Condo has invented,

mastered, and expanded not just one painterly language but the whole lexicon. Working closely with the
artist, writer and art historian Simon Baker has combined biographical, chronological, and thematic

approaches to survey George Condo's work and career to date.

Condo goes about . George Condo. 82.4k Followers 13 Following 553 Posts See Instagram photos and videos
from George Condo artistgeorgecondo.

George Condo

His work is in the permanent collections of The Broad Art Foundation. George was one of five children but
he recalled I had my own room and I was always alone in my room with my door locked and making

drawings. Significantly if one compares any one of Condos paintings directly with its putative source one
finds very little resemblance between them Laura Hoptman Abstraction as a State of Mind George Condo

Mental States exh. Learn about GEORGE CONDO B. This rare view of Condos works in Los Angeles reveals
an intimate and for many a surprising aspect of Condos work displaying a more distilled aestheti. Museum
Berggruen presents a retrospective of the work of American painter George Condo b. George was one of five
children but he recalled I had my own room and I was always alone in my room with my door locked and
making drawings. will present Internal Riot an exhibition of new paintings and works on paper by George

Condo. Find the perfect building to live in by filtering to your preferences.
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